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New economy



EU Ports investing heavily in Hydrogen



H2 Production Capacity Scale-Up
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Green carbon will be the driver 
for a future proof industry



Future proof economy
The Estonian Value Proposition

Production of sustainable aviation fuels

Add a value proposition to the Estonian economy

Get the knowledge in and the green carbon derived products out

Be among the first movers to acquire investments and subsidies

Use your green carbon in a future proof and economic way

Reach Carbon Neutrality as a result
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At SkyNRG we are committed to do our part to make SAF the new global standard 

SAF plant development tracks Corporate SAF programs

▪ Timeline for first SAF 
volumes: 2026

▪ Feedstock: Landfill gas
▪ Technology: Alcohol-

to-Jet

▪ Timeline for first SAF 
volumes: 2027

▪ Feedstock: CO2 & H2
▪ Technology: Power-to-

Liquids

▪ Timeline for first SAF 
volumes: 2026

▪ Feedstock: Forestry 
waste

▪ Technology: Fischer-
Tropsch

▪ Timeline for first SAF 
volumes: 2028

▪ Feedstock: tbd
▪ Technology: tbd

▪ Timeline for first SAF 
volumes: 2026-2028

▪ Feedstock: CO2 & H2
▪ Technology: Power-to-

Liquids

▪ Timeline for first SAF 
volumes: 2024

▪ Feedstock: ethanol
▪ Technology: Alcohol-

to-Jet

 Corporate clients of KLM can buy SAF to reduce the carbon 
footprint of their business-related travel. Initiated in 2011 by 
SkyNRG. 

 Members include:

KLM Corporate 
SAF 

Programme

 Partnering companies purchase SAF in advance to finance 
and enable a specific production facility 

 Additionally, the program is unique since it is not bound to 
an airline

 Members include:

Board Now 
Programme

▪ Timeline for first SAF 
volumes: 2024

▪ Feedstock: Biobased
waste oils

▪ Technology: HEFA
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Sustainable Aviation Fuel is a drop-in renewable fuel that can be used in existing 
infrastructure and engines

Fossil jet fuel Sustainable aviation fuel

Feedstock

 (waste) oils

 Solid biomass as forestry residues 
and agricultural residues

 CO2 and green hydrogen

Processing

 Currently 9 production 
pathways are certified

 More expected in the future

Downstream

 SAF needs to 
be blended

 Max. blend is 
currently 50%

End-use

 SAF is a drop-in fuel

 No modifications are 
required in engines or 
infrastructures
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By flying on SAF we strongly reduce carbon emissions and improve air quality

Contrail reduction and climate impact

 Reduced particulate matter results 
in less contrails

 Scientists learned that a 50-50 SAF 
blend produced a 50% to 70% 
reduction in contrail ice crystals

 Recent research finds that the 
climate impact of reduced contrails 
could be larger than direct CO2 
emissions savings 1

1 Aerospace America: Curbing Contrails, May 2021
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Feedstock Pathway Process description Commercial readiness 

Biobased 
oils and fats

Hydro-processed 
Esters and Fatty 

Acids (HEFA)

Oils and fats react with hydrogen in the presence of a catalyst to produce SAF
The feedstock reacts with hydrogen to remove the oxygen and to split the triglyceride into 
separate hydrocarbons. These hydrocarbons are then cracked or isomerized over a catalyst to 
the desired chain lengths.

Multiple commercial scale 
plants operational.

Co-processing 
vegetable oil

Co-processing oils and fats in existing crude oil refineries 
The same as the HEFA process but using existing refinery infrastructure. However, the 
processing units suitable for co-processing are typically used for diesel or gasoline 
production, and thus the SAF output is typically limited.

Common practice at 
multiple refineries, mainly 
to produce renewable 
diesel.

Biomass, MSW, 
flue gasses

Gasification and 
Fischer-Tropsch (FT)

The feedstock is decomposed (gasification) and then converted (FT synthesis) to SAF
During gasification the feedstock is broken down to produce a syngas consisting of carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen. During FT synthesis these are catalytically converted to a syn-crude. 
In a final refining step these are cracked and/or isomerized to produce an on-spec SAF.

Small commercial plants 
under construction (Red 
Rock & Fulcrum).

Alcohol to Jet (AtJ)

The feedstock is fermented to produce ethanol which is then converted to SAF 
An alcohol is converted to SAF during a number of processing steps (dehydration, 
oligomerization, hydrogenation, and fractionation). The alcohol can be produced by 
fermenting (lignocellulosic) sugars or a syngas.

Demo plant operational 
(Gevo), small commercial 
under development 
(LanzaTech).

Point source or 
ambient CO2

Power to Liquids 
(PtL)

CO2 and hydrogen are combined to produce syngas and converted (FT synthesis) to SAF
CO2 is captured from flue gasses or ambient air. After pre-treatment, the CO2 is converted to 
CO and combined with H2 to produce syngas, which is converted into SAF using FT and 
upgrading. 

Pilot scale, but rapidly 
scaling up (Norsk e-fuel, 
Synkero).

There are 3 feedstock categories which could be utilized for SAF production

Expected: 2022

Expected: 2023

Expected: 2027-2028
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Fulcrum Sierra Biofuels plant: construction finalized, operations start 2022 to produce 
approx. 30,000 ton SAF based on MSW through gasification + Fischer-Tropsch

Clariant Sunliquid plant: construction finalized and operational end of 2021 to produce 
approx. 50,000 ton 2nd generation ethanol based agricultural resideus

Gevo Silsbee plant: currently producing small volumes of SAF with corn-based isobutanol as 
input.
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There are currently 2 pathways to produce SAF from solid biomass

Woody, agricultural or 
other biobased 

sustainabile residues
(approx. 500,000 ton)

Fermentation

(potentially gas 
fermentation)

Ethanol
(approx. 100,000 ton)

SAF production 
(AtJ)

(approx. 60,000 tons)

Feedstock

Ethanol production + Alcohol-to-Jet

Blending terminal Blended SAF to 
airport

By-products

Gasification + Fischer-Tropsch

Gasification of 
biomass

Syngas 
production + 

cleanup

SAF production 
(Fischer-Tropsch)

(approx. 60,000 tons)

By-products

1

2

SAF uptake
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Power-to-Liquid fuels are based on 3 scalable feedstocks, but challenges are present    

Renewable 
electricity 

(approx. 1.9 TWh)

H2
Green 

hydrogen
(approx. 35,000 ton)

- Direct Air Capture
- Green CO2
- Unavoidable 

industry CO2 (e.g. 
cement industry)

SAF 
production

(approx. 60,000 ton)

Blending terminal Blended SAF to 
airport

By-products

Feedstock

Sustainable CO2 
(approx. 300,000 ton)

CO2

Water 

Multiple back-end solutions 
possible:
- Syngas production through 

RWGS + FT Synthesis
- Methanol or ethanol as 

intermediate production 
also an option

Power to Liquid production SAF uptake
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Developing a SAF supply chain yields significant benefits and contributes to building a 
sustainable and future-proof economy

Jet fuel volume in ton EU SAF mandate

Country
Total 

volume*
2%

2025
5%

2030
32%
2040

Estonia 95,000 1,900 4,750 30,400 

Latvia 153,000 3,060 7,650 48,960 

Lithuania 129,000 2,580 6,450 41,280 

Total 377,00 7,540 18,850 120,640 

EU 60M 1,000,000 4,000,000 19,200,000

* 2019 volumes in ton, source: US Energy Information Administration

Required SAF volume in the Baltic States General benefits of develop a SAF supply chain

 The proposed ReFuel SAF mandate requires Member States to 
fuel SAF nationally from 2035 onwards

 The 2040 volume ramps up to approx. 30 kton in Estonia and 
120 kton in the Baltic States

Developing future proof economic activities

CAPEX investment of approx. 200-500 million Euro

Direct employment of approx. 60 FTE, indirect: 180 FTE

Developing human capital

Energy resilience

Competitiveness of airline cluster
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Feasibility

 Initial feasibility on feedstock, 
technology, site, and off-take 
structures

 Select final technology setup 
and site location

0.1M – 0.5M EUR
Outsourced advisory work

FEED & permitting

 Basic engineering

 Front End Engineering Design 
(FEED) by EPC

 Contracting EPC phase 

15M - 25M EUR
Design, permits, advisors and team

Construction & 
commissioning

 Detailed engineering

 Procurement of plant 
equipment  

 Plant construction 

 Commissioning and ramp-up 
to design capacity

200M - 500M EUR
Procurement and construction 

(depending on final production setup)

Developing a SAF supply chain takes approx. 6-7 years and starts with a feasibility study

Preparing for FEED

 Contracting on suppliers, off-
takers and engineering

 All necessary external 
assessments made

5

Detailed scoping

 Detailed business case for 
final production setup

 Commercial engagement 
with potential suppliers/ 
partners/investors

 Off-take partner(s) and 
Round A investors 
conditionally committed

0.5M – 1M EUR
External studies

2M - 3M EUR
Dedicated team and studies

1
18-24 months

42
6-12 months12-18 months

3
12-18 months 18-24 months
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For any further questions,
feel free to reach out to us:

Primary contact
Sjoerd Raijmans

Project Lead Future Fuels
sjoerd@skynrg.com 

+31 61 220 9243


